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ABSTRACI-

Experiments are described which investigate thc ability of listencrs to idenbetween individuals with similai voices whom they know well.
Subiects were tested on speech of varying duration lrom Four familiar mali speakcrs and
rwo Foils. Results in identification tasks ringe lrom chance for single words to-almosr per,
lrect For longer uttetances. Perlornrance in d'iscrimination i, b"tt..'ih"., identification,'but
both show nevertheless an estimated'judicially Fatal crror'rate oFabout 7 per cent and 5
per cent respcctively. Correlation berween sub.jects' accuracy and confidence in their
judgements is demonstr:rted. Results indicate that some voices, and some tokens oF the
same utterance, may differ in their recognizabiliry. Forensic implications are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
It is doubtful whether any normal adult listener has not experienced recognizing someone well-known to them by their voice alone, and our ability
as humans to do this is generally acknowledged in the literature on speaker
recognition, e.g. Kiinzel (1994:53); Nolan (1983: 1); Hollien (1990: 189);
l.adefoged and Ladefoged (1980: 50). Not surprisingly, the assumption has
acquired considerable importance in forensic circles, with, rypically, a nonexpert witness being asked to identif, the voice of someone they can be
assumed to know well. In a recenr trial for example (Rv. Crowther (1992),

Victorian Counry Court, DPP \fll89), part of the prosecurion case
depended on the identification of the criminal'.s voice as rhe suspect by his
former wife. In the same case Rose, who acted as experr witness for the
defence, was also asked to give an opinion on whether it could be assumed
that all humans had this abiliry. However, as pointed our by Kiinzel (1994:
45), because of a general dearth of research findings on rhe topic '. . . there
is considerable uncertainty on rhe part of the judiciary as ro rhe degree of
reliability of SID [speaker identification] by laypersons, and somerimes as
to whether or not such evidence should be considered at all'.

O Routledge 1995
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The general voice recognition abiliry of humans has of course been the
subject of many experiments. Ladefoged and l-adefoged (1980: 43) stress,
however, that work still needs to be done on recognition under conditions
more likely to be encountered forensically. One such experiment is the
aforementioned paper which reported the abiliry of one listener to recognize voices of speakers assumed to be known ro him. It demonstrated a
success rate ranging, depending on the test material, from 31 per cent to
83 per cent, and concluded (p. 50) that '. . . we are all likely to make
mistakes perhaps more than 10 per cent of the time'.
This paper describes several experiments aimed at finding out more about
recognition by familiar listeners. Specifically, focus is on the rate and nature

of errors in the forensically more realistic

task of identification of and
discrimination berween similar voices by listeners who know the speakers
very well (henceforth 'familiar listeners'). The experimenrs are parrly
modelled on those in Ladefoged and Ladefoged (1980) (hereon L & L),
and are excerpted from a suite of experiments reported in Duncan (1994).
PROCEDURE
Subjects: speakers
Six adult male speakers of General to slightly Broad Australian English were
chosen who were judged by Duncan to have similar sounding voices. They
are given in Table 1, together with their ages. The assumption of auditory
similarity was based on the fact that, Duncan, who knew all six speakers
well, had oFten confused some of their voices, and also had anecdotal
evidence of similar experiences from others. Four of the speakers were closely
related: JM, his rwo sons DM and EM, and his nephew MD. Duncan is

married to DM, and has known him, his family, and their friends for some
time. These four speakers were chosen to constirute an open ser for identification by a group of lramiliar listeners chosen by Duncan. The remaining
rwo speakers, RS and his son PS, were chosen as foils, and were completely
unknown to the group of listeners. The only pair of speakers bewyeen which
no confusion is anecdotally reported is DM and JM; the voices of the foils
RS and PS are reported to be often mistaken for each other"
This group of six is very much smaller than the group of forry-rwo

speakers (twenty-nine familiar and thirteen partially-familiar foils), heterogeneous with respect to sex, variety, and closeness of relationship used in

L & L. However, we felt that the drop in confidence limits attendanr upon
Table

I

Speakers.

Speaker

lM

DM

EM

MD

Age (yrs)

49

23

r6

24

RS
50

PS
29
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the smaller sample number was more than adequately offset by the improvement in the degree to which a forensic situation could be bettcr
experimentally simuiated by using a priori similar tcst and reFerence samples

from the same linguistic variery. After all, ir is reasonable to assume that
of identity will not generally arise berween voices that, for
lingusitic and/or anatomical reasons sound very different. The size of the
group was also as large as practically consisrent with adequately controlling
the closeness of relationship between listeners and speakers.
questions

Subjects: familiar listeners

& L, the abiliry of only one familiar listener was tested. Moreover,
that listener Peter l.adefoged could hardly be said to be phonetically
or linguistically naive. Although it is clear that some of Ladefogedt judge,
ments were based on an unreflected nalve response, some were not. For
example, he mentions (p. 50) reacring to a speaker'.s 'North Country vowels'.
In l.

is therefore possible that the L & l. results do not totally reflect naive
performance. For these reasons a group of ten phonetically and lingusitically naive native speakers of Australian English were recruired as familiar
listeners. The group comprised three males and seven females aged berween
l3 and 49, all with normal hearing. Their personalia, including an esrimation of mean length of time they have known the four speakers are given
in Tlble 2. It can be seen that they were either family members of the four
speakers (three were fiancde, morher and sister of MD), or close family
friends who have known them for a long rime. It was verified in a questionnaire at the end of rhe experiment that none of the familiar lisreners
knew the foils.

It

Tabh

2

Personalia of familiar listeners

Listener Age

Sex

Relation to

Listener Age

Sex Reldtion to

spcabers
FL1

Fl.3

37

2r-30

F

farnily friend
(6 yrs)

bL2

fiancde of ML)

Ft,4

(1

FLi

22

M

speabers

I

l8

l8

M

fiiend (18

FL6

49

family fricnd and

47

mother of MD
(20+ yrs)

M

yrs)

close hmily

friend (20+ yrs)
Ft.8

42

neighbour and
family friend
(15 yrs)

FLl0

13

sister of

neighbour; close
friend of L,M
(1 5 yrs)
Ft_9

close family

yrs)

family friend

ofJM

(21 yrs)

(3+ yrs)
Fl,7

daughter

21

(13 yrs)

Ml)
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Corpus

As is well known, one of the major problems in forensic speaker identi6cation is the largely unknown nature of the relationship of within-speaker
variation to berween-speaker variation. Typically, samples to be compared
forensically are already similar, but are not well controlled with respect to
many linguistic features, especially intonation and formaliry of utterance.
'$7'e
wanted our sample to reflect this; that is, to show small berween-speaker
and large within-speaker variation. In the experiments to be reported,
berween-speaker variation can be assumed to have been minimized to a
certain degree by the selection of speakers on the basis olt their auditory
similariry. In order to obtain a wide range of within-speaker variation,
several different types of natural and formal speech behaviour were elicited.
Speakers were asked to: 1) read the 'rainbow' passage; I 2) say how they
thought they might say 'hello' in the following circumstances: a) answering
the phone; b) announcing their arrival home; c) questioning if someone
was there; d) seeing a long lost friend; e) passing someone in the corridor;
f) reading it off the page; and 3) describe in their own words two pictures:
one of a young man playing the guitar, and one of a young girl playing
the piano.
Speakers were recorded in the phonetics laboratory recording studio of
the Linguistics department at the Australian National Universiry. A
Nakamichi 500 stereo cassette deck was used with a Nakamichi CM 300
microphone and wind shield. This resulted in high quality recordings for
use in the recognition tests. Items 1 and 2 of the corpus were recorded,
from one to three times, at a single sitting by each speaker.
'W'ithin-speaker

variation and between-speaker similarity

Forry-nine tokens of bello were elicited from the six speakers. As was hoped,
these contained considerable within-speaker variarion in intonation, voice
quality qua phonation type, and segmental qualiry of each phoneme except
lll . The following typical segmental realisations were observed. /h/ was
realised by different durations oF cavity friction, some of which was combined with voicing. In one instance it was realised as a glottal stop. The
first vowel was most commonly realised as short, half-open central-back [e],
but sometimes it was so short that its auditory qualiry could not be
reliably distinguished from a very short schwa. ti7.hen carrying the falling
part of a fall-rise tonic accent, the first vowel was realised as lengthened
front open le:]. lll was always velarized. /ou/ varied considerably in the
fronting and rounding of its offglide.
Illustrative acoustical data (audio, F0 and wide-band spectrogram, extracted by Signalyze sofrware) are presented in Figures I and2. These tokens
were digitised (at 22.254 KHz) with a high gain level in order to enhance
the display of any spectral energy present above 2KHz.
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Figure I shows rather drastic within-speaker variation in r*o hellos from
the_same speaker (MD). These have auditorily very different segmenral

qyli.y for loul.In Figure la, the /ou/ is [ao] with a high back iunded
offglide, and.in_Figrrre lb the offglide is much fronter: [eI]. tttis is clearly
refected in the Fl lF2 time course. In 1a F1 and F2 are parallel and falling;
in__lb they diverge. Figure lb also has a high falling pitch on the seconld
syllable (not well reflected in the badly extralted F0), *-p".ed with a low
rising pitch on I a. The laryngealization at phonation offset in I b is not
particularly auditorily salient. In a discrimination task to be described below,
these tokens were heard by four out of ten listeners who knew MD (and
also by eighteen out of rwenry-one listeners who did not know him), as
different voices. Thi.s difference is not a function of formality: MD used
both these tokens in informal speech samples.
Figure 2 illustrates berween-speaker similariry: rwo hellos from different
speakers (PS and MD) that were similar enough to be heard as rhe same
voice by four out of ten familiar listeners who knew MD well. Both tokens
were formal, as read from the page. It can be seen that they have a front
offglide rc loul , with similar rime courses for F1 and F2. However, auditorily they still differ, as might also be expected from a visual comparison
of F2, primarily in its degree of fronting ltr,lo i" Figure 2a has ,tighrly
"
higher peak F2). The speakers also differ in the
and natuie
of
".no,r't
e.nergy above 2K. These differences were evidently not enough ro ensure
their successful discrimination by all naiVe listeneri.
RECOGNITION TASKS
Selected urrerances from both the four known speakers and the rwo foils
were edited from the master recordings onro a stimulus tape for use in
several

auditory recognition tasks.

Two rypes of task - identification and discrimination were carried out,
both with the aim of investigating how well listeners were able ro recognize individuals well-known ro them from an open set ol speakers wit-h
similar voices. The discriminatory ability of a ser of unfamiliar lisreners was
also tested, but will not be discussed in detail in this paper.
The first identification resr consisred of two parts, diflering in the duratio.n of_speech the listeners were exposed to: a single bisyllabic word (test

I(dentification)1.1); and
phonemes (test

a

Il.2). l'he

longer, four word u1t..".r..

of about lg

second idenrification test (rest

I2) presented
with still more information: about 45 seconds of sp.ech and
sentence about 20 syllables long. In the discrimination tasks, which were"
listeners

done by both familiar and unfamiliar listeners, abiliry was tested on both
the.single word (tests F(amiliar) D(iscrimination)l and U(unfamilar) Dl),

lgnger stretch of speech (tests FD2 and uD2). where practicar,
familiar listeners were tested individually to minimize the possibiliry of their

1nd..i

inFerring the identiry

of the

speakers from the composition

of thc group.
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Figure

I

\Within-speaker variation in helh
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Figure

2

Berween-speaker similariry

in

hello
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The tests were thus run in six separate sessions: four times with single
listeners, twice with two, and once with four. The rests were done in the
following order: I1.1 ,I1.2, FDl.1, FDl.2, 12. The results for each of these
tests are presented below.

RESULIS

Identification test

l.l

For the first part of this resr lisreners heard eight different hellos, once only,
separated by circa 5-second pauses, and prompred by numbers. They were
instructed that, if they thought they knew the speaker, they were to wrire
his name in the space provided on rhe response sheet supplied. In the case
of a positive identification, they were asked to rare rheir cerrainry using a

four point scale (uncertain; possible; fairly certain; very certain). Vhen
unable to identify the speaker they were to write 'don't know'. The response
sheets consisted of a space to write the name/don't know, and columns for
certainry rate. They were given one trial example (from one of the unknown
foils).
The test tape contained three tokens from DM, two tokens from EM,
one token each from the other known speakers, and one token from an

unknown foil (PS).
Listeners were scored as being correct or incorrect in their judgement.
Results are presenred in Thble 3 in the form of a confusion matrix.
Thble 3 shows the extenr to which listeners were able ro correcrly identify
someone well-known ro rhem by their voice on the basis of the single word
hello. The table is to be read as tesr stimulus from speaker x in left hand
Table

3

Confusion matix for hello

DM
DM

14
47o/o

EM

70o/o

PS (Foil)
Totals

8
27o/o

5
17o/o

2

16

7o/o

53o/o

No.

trials
30

12'

I

7

5o/o

35o/o

8
40o/o

20

68als

6

3

4

l0

60Q/a

30o/o

40o/o

JM

MDl

Don't Someone l'/o.
knou ebe
incorrect

lM

1

5

2

70o/o

500h

20o/o

r5

10o/o

l0
50o/o

I

9

I

l0o/o

90a/o

10o/o

20

34

25o/o

43o/o

l0
80
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column identified as speaker y along the top. Eight tokens were presented
and there were ten familiar listeners: a total of eighty trials. It can be seen
from Thble 3 for example that out of thirty trials DM was correctly identified fourteen times (47 per cent). His voice was identified as his brother's

(EM) five times (17 per cent); as his cousin (MD) once (3 per cent); he
(27 per cent), and was identified as someone

was not identified eight times
else rwice (7 per cent).

The success scores for listeners' recognition of voices of speakers well
known to them on the basis of the single word hello are rather low: 47 per
cent, 60 per cent, 60 per cent, 50 per cent, and lie within the narrow range
berween 47-60 per cent. Apparently, the listeners are not able to handle
well the kind of between- and within-speaker variation described above,

with the foil.
Apart from the overall failure rate, the nature of the misidentifications
is instructive. There is a high incidence (twenry out of eighry 25 per cent)
of a known speaker failing to be identified. More importantly, there is a
significant minority (fourteen out of eighry 18 per cent) of errors where
the voices of rwo different speakers are misidentified as belonging to the
although they are successful

for obvious reasons dubbed 'judicially fatal'
case in this category involved the
voice of a known speaker being misidentified as thar of anorher known
speaker. DM's hello seems particularly prone to this. These results show that
it is perfectly possible - l8 per cent of the time in fact for this single word
utterance - for someone's voice to be misidentified as that of someone else
by a listener who knows both oF them well.
same speaker. (Such errors are

by Ktinzel (1994:48)).

Atl except one

Identification test 1.2
This identification test used a longer utterance: announcing m/your arriual
home, and was administered and scored in the same way as test I1.1
described above. Tokens from all four known speakers and both foils were
used. There were three tokens of DM s voice; the other five speakers had
one token each. Results are shown in Thble 4.
Compared with Table 3, Table 4 shows that, not unsurprisingly, when
listeners are given more information, the success rare improves. The
improvement from the single word condition is, of course, significant (X2
p<0.0001). For three speakers (DM, EM, JM) the improvement is by
crrca 40 per cent, and the identification is now perfect for EM and JM
and almost so for DM. This improvement may also reflect a training effect;
and also the fact thar there was less intonational and idiosyncratic varia-

utterances. For the fourth speaker (MD) the
less 6y 20 per cent - and his recognizability remains

tion in the longer
improvement is
less

than the others. Note that some relative recognizability is preserved
MD and DM are still not so well recognized as EM

between the speakers:

and JM.

l0
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Table

4

Conlirsion matrix for announcing your/my arriua/ home

DM
DM

JM

MD

Don't
bnou,

27

I

I

9*o/a

3o/o

3o/o

l0

EM

Someone No.
eLre

13

3o/o

MD
PS (Foil)
RS (Foil)

30

10

0

l00Yo

0o/o

7*nlo

2
20o/o

I

8

10o/o

80%
6
6Q4/o

Totals

trials

t0

0o/o

I
70o/o

lVo.

l0o/o

0

100o/o

JM

incorrect

3

12

10
10

30o/o

t0

70o/o

20o/o

40o/o

4oo/o

44

t0

3

12

4o/o

15o/o

Increase in the amount of information has not eliminated any type of
errors, but has considerably diminished frequency of errors, at least for
known speakers. 'I'here are three occurrences in sixry trials (5 per cent) both
of a known speaker identified as anorher known speaker; and also of a
known speaker failing to be identified. However, there is an increase to 30
per cent (six out of twenty) in the number of cases of an unknown speaker
being identified as a known speaker, and so the overall incidence of judicially fatal errors is 1l per cenr (nine out of eighty). In this connecrion,
the recognition of the rwo foils is interesting. The voice of PS is recognized
correctly as someone unknown only a little (10 per cent) worse rhan in the
first experiment, but RS is recognized badly. His voice is recognized as
someone else known, though not one of the known speakers in the test,
in 40 per cent (four out of ten) of the cases. It is difEcult to explain this
difference solely in terms of an expecrarion effect (Ladefoged 1978), since
one would expect both PS and RS to be identified with abour the same
frequency. One possible explanation for the difference is in terms of a
combination of training and expectation effects. Lisreners were possibly
familiarized with PS's voice lrom the first experiment, and so conrinued ro
recognize

him correctly

as someone unknown.

Identification test 2
Listeners were played three approximately 45 second long reference samples
of speech from three of the known speakers, followed by eight shorter test
speech samples, each one senrence long. Both longer and shorter samples
were taken from different readings of the rainbow passage. For each test
sample they were asked to say whether it was from one clf the three speakers,
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or another speaker. The listeners therefore had a double recognition, or
verification task: to recognize the speaker from the long sample passage,
and then listen for him in the test samples. The reference voices were JM,
MD and EM. The test voices contained fi^/o sentences each from these
speakers plus rwo sentences from a single foil (PS). Results, which are given
in Thble 5, are similar to those for identification task 1.2. JMt and EM's
voices are still perfectly recognized, but MDt voice was not recognized
quite as well, being misidentified in rwo out of twenry trials. Although it
is not possible to say definitely, it is likely it was mistaken as a test rather
than reference sample, due to the long length of the sample. For longer
utterances from known speakers, then, the results are very good, with an
error rate of 3 per cent (two out of eighry). It appears, howeveq that even
under the very favourable conditions of this test, MDt voice is not quite
the others'.
The foil in this task was badly recognized, nine times out of rwenry as
MD. This has contributed to an increase in the overall incidence of judicially fatal errors from 1l per cent in the previous identification rest 1.2
to 15 per cent. The foil in this test is PS, who was well recognized 90 per
cent of the time (nine out of ten) in the first test, where expectarion was
minimal, and only once confused with MD in the second test. The high
incidence of misidentifications for PS therefore probably shows a by now
fairly strong expectation effect facilitated by similarity between his and MDt
voice. This highlights the importance of controlling for expectation effect
in eliciting identification judgements from familiar wirnesses.
A realistic estimate of the overall incidence of fatal errors in this test
depends on the magnitude of the expectarion effect that can be associated
with MD. As just pointed out, this, together with the similariry between
the voices, probably accounts for most of the misindentifications of PS's
voice. Allowing for this, the error estimate for this kind of speech material
can be revised down from 15 per cent to about 5 per cent.
as recognizable as

Table

5 Confusion matrices for identification test

JM
lM
MD

MD

EM

2

Someone

else

No.
incorrect

No.

trials
20

2Q

100Yo

18

2

9&Vo

l0o/o

EM

2

20

20

20

r00%
Foil (PS)
Totals

9
45Vo

I

IO

5o/o

50o/o

10

20

12
l5o/o

80
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Table

6 Results for discrimination test l.l with
I:amiliar
(-orrect

Pair

hello

listeners

Unfamiliar listeners

Incorrect Correct

Incorrect

1

DM

DM

4

6

18

E,M

PS (foil)

)

2

I

3

RS (foil)

MD

I

t7
t0

MD
DM

MD
DM

ll

4

9
9
6

4

3

18

t4

JM

0
0

7

JM

t0
t0

MD

5

5

PS (foil)l

4

MD

(->

5

6
7
IJ

9

MD
IRS (foil)

PS (foil)

4

l9

2

t4

6l

7
6

4

t3

8

r5

Totals

21t80

r04l r89

H,rrors

260/o

55o/o

Discrimination tests F1.1 and

Ul.l

In this test, listeners were presented with nine pairs of hellos, some from
the same, and some from different speakers, and asked to indicate on their
answer sheet, by circling an 'S' or a 'D', whether or nor they thought each
pair was from the same speaker, and their degree of certainry. The stimof hellos from the same speaker, and four
from different speakers. Both foils were included. Both familiar and unfamiliar (twenty-one) listeners were tested. Thble 6 shows the listeners'
judgements for each pair. It can be seen, for example, that four out of ten
familiar listeners correctly identified the first pair of hellos as coming from
the same speaker (DM), and six our of ren were incorrecr. For familiar
listeners pair 8 was not counted, because both speakers were foils.
Table 6 shows that in distinguishing berween known voices for the single
word hello, familiar listeners had an overall error rare of 26 per cent, much
better than their performance in the corresponding identification resr 1.1.
For them discrimination appears easier rhan identification. The incidence
of errors is instructive. It appears that, for familiar listeners, different tokens
of the same word from the same speaker can conrain different amounts of
individual-identifying information. Thus DMt two hellos in pair I are
correctly recognized as coming from the same speaker by only four out of
ten familiar listeners. But his rwo tokens in pair 5 are perltectly recognized.
There also may be a difference in recognizabiliry between speakers. MD's
voice for example is mostly badly recognized: the bellos in both of his rwo
pairs 4 and 7 are correctly recognized as coming from the same speaker in
only circa 50 per cent (eleven our of ffienry) of the cases, and his voice is
only poorly distinguished from PS's in pair 9, although it is clearly distin,
guished from RSt in pair 3. This also agrees with his low score of 50 per
ulus tape contained 6ve pairs

Idenrifcation of similar uoices
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7

13

Results For Discrimination resr 1.2 with longer umerances

Familiar

1JM
2EM
3MD
4DM
iEM
6EM
7MD
8PS
9EM

listeners

Unfamiliar listeners

Oorrect

Incorrect Cctrrect

MD

10

0

EM
EM

7
7

3
3

DM
PS

9
9

EM

l0

t8
l0

1
1

0

Incrtrrect
3

ll

11

l0

l2

9

16
21

0

5

MD

7

3

8

13

EM

8

2

t4

7

DM

l0

0

r6

5

Totals

13190

631

Errors

l4o/o

35Vo

rB0

cent in the identification resr. MD is also usually involved in the small, 8
per cent incidence (six out of eighty) of judicially fatal errors, but there are

no

cases

in

these data where such errors are made between two known

speakers.

Familiarity obviously confers an advanrage

in this task, since familiar

listeners easily outperformed the unfamiliar group.

This appears partly due

to the fact that that some of the individual,identifying information is
apparendy only accessible to familiar lisreners. For example, both familiar
and unfamiliar groups had little difficulry in hearing the hellos in pair 6 as
coming from the same speaker. However, rhe cues to identiry of the hellos
in pair 5 were recognized perfectly by familiar listeners, but badly (seven
out of rwenry-one) by the unfamiliar group.

Discrimination test F1.2 and U1.2
This was the same discrimination task as l.l, but with stretches of speech
longer than a single word. The samples were raken mosdy from the speakers'
impromptu descriptions of the rwo pictures (corpus item 3), and ranged
from four to fifteen syllables in length with a mean length of six syllables.
Each pair contained similar or identical Iexical material. Results, which are
given in Table 7, show by and large the same behaviour as discrimination
test 1.1, but with an improvemenr in accuracy. The familiar listeners'error
score improves from 14 per cenr ro 12 per cenr, and that of the unfamiliar
listeners by slighdy more, from 35 per cenr ro 23 per cenr. One difference
from the single word tasks is that there is no difference in error score for
familiar listeners between identification (15 per cenr) and discrimination
(14 per cent) of longer utterances. The differential nature of responses is

l4
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also similar

to the single word case. Some pairs, for example 1 and 6, are
by both familiar and unfamiliar listeners. Others, for

recognized easily

7,2, and 3, are better recognized by familiar listeners. Once again,
despite the increased length of the test utterances, we note a small residue
(7 per cent) of fatal errors (in pairs 3, 5, and B).
example

CERIAINTY RATINC
As noted above, all listeners were asked in identification tests I1.l and I1.2,
and discrimination tests FDl.1 and FD1.2 to rate subjectively the degree
of certainly of their judgements on a four-point scale ranging from 'uncertain' to 'very certain'. Familiar listeners were found to be significantly more
certain about their judgements than the two groups of unfamiliar listeners,
indicating'very certain' or'quite certain' in74 per cent of cases, compared

to 52 per cent for unfamiliar listeners.
T'he certainry ratings of the familiar listeners were used ro rest for correlation berween a listenert accuracy and their degree ol certainry. This
was done by converting frequency scores and certainty ratings to ranked
(accuracy score and certainty score) data, and calculating two nonparametric correlation statistics (Spearman's rho, Kendall's tau) between
them (Duncan 1984:96,97). Both these statistics were calculated to help
avoid errors in correlation due to tied ranks: Spearman's rho tends to overestimate, and Kendall's tau to underestimate correlation (Chaudron 1988;
Ferguson 198 l). The accuracy score for a listener was simply the sum of
their correct responses. Their certainry score was calculated by summing
index values (of 0, 1,2 or 3, assigned ro the four certainty ratings), for
each correct response.
The results, which are given

in Thble B, show that there is a statistically
significant positivc correlation, at at leasr the 5 per cenr level, between a
familiar listenert degree of certainty and the accuracy of their judgement.
It appears, therefore, that familiar listeners' certainty could go to weight of
evidence, and that it is sensible to inquire as to the certainry of a familiar
listener witness. The probabilistic basis of this finding musr not be
forgotten, however: it was perfectly possible in individual cases for a familiar
listener to be very certain of their judgement, and yet be incorrect.
Table 8 Correlations (Spearman's p and Kendall's r, correctcd for ties) between
certainty and accuracy for Familiar listeners

Discrimination tests Fl.l and LI.2
n - 10, tota/ ties = I
Spearman's

0.923
p<0.01

p

Kendall's
0.858

p<0.05

r

Identifcation tests I l. I rtnd I 1.2
n = 10, total ties - 5
Spearman's

0.901
p<0.01

p

Kendall.s
0.797

p<0.05

r
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
This paper has reported some small-scale experiments which examined how
successfully the voice of speakers can be recognized by those who know
them very well. The experimental conditions were constrained to provide
some approximation to a forensic task where a witness is asked to identi$,
the voice of a close friend or relative.
It might be supposed that it would be easy ro recognize rhe voice of a

or relative from a high qualiry recording, but not necessarily
if the voice were one of an open set, contrasted with other similar voices,
and heard only once. The paper has demonstrated that even under rhese
conditions of superimposed difficulry as long as rhe urrerance duration is
above a certain threshold, listeners can successfully recognize the voice of
people they know well, and that the accuracy of their judgements is reflected
by their confidence. For utterance durations above this threshold - located
somewhere berween rwo and eight syllables long - correcr identificarion
ratewas very high, ranging from70 per cenr to 100 per cenr, with a mean
of 90 per cent for eight syllable utrerances, and97 per cent for longer utterances containing up to about 45 seconds of speech. These results are
considerably better than the comparable ones of 66 per cent and 83 per
cent reported for Peter Ladefoged in Ladefoged and Ladefoged (1980:49).
This is possibly due to the smaller number of speakers involved, and the
uniformly closer relationships berween listeners and speakers in this paper.
Abiliry to recognize a familiar speaker still depends on amounr of information however: below the threshold, identification rates drop to about
chance, ranging from 47 per cenr (fourteen out of thirry) to 60 per cent
(rwelve out of rwenty) with a mean of 53 per cenr (rhirry seven our of
sevenry). Again, this is better than rhe single listener rate of 31 per cent
quoted in Ladefoged and Ladefoged (1980: 49), but surely well below any
acceptable standard in court. T'he appropriate metric for the threshold is
certainly going to involve more than syllable number, since segments differ
with respect to their individual identi$'ing power. 'fhe level of discrimination performance of unfamiliar listeners, with success scores of 42 per cent
and 65 per cent, offers no support for acceptability of evidence.
This paper has also shown that, norwithstanding the average excellent
performance by familiar listeners for longer urrerances, they still make errors
in identification. The overall error rate, including failure to identily a known
speaker and hearing one speaker for another, was 43 per cenr (thirry fbur
out of eighry) for the single word utrerances and i 5 per cenr (rwelve out
of eighry) for utterances up to 45 seconds in duration. This is consisrenr
with and refines the estimate of 'more than 10 per cenr of the time' in
Ladefoged and Ladefoged (1980: 50).
Of primary forensic interest is of course rhe occurrence olrjudicially fatal
errors, where the voices of nvo different speakers are misidentified as
belonging to the same speaker. 'I'his paper showed the incidence of such
close friend
so
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in differing amounts of speech to range from 18 per cent (fourteen
out of eighty) in single word utterances through I I per cent (nine out of
eighry) in four word utterances to 15 per cent (twelve out of eighry) for
utterances with durations for sentence length of about 45 seconds. As
mentioned above, the last figure may considerably overesrimate rhe
incidence of fatal errors due to an expectation effect, and a more realistic
estimate is about 5 per cent. Judicially fatal errors also occurred in the rwo
discrimination tests 7-8 per cent of the time (six out of eighry and six out
of ninety). Thking into account the optimum recording conditions under
which this result was obtained - favourable recording circumsrances, with
cooperative speakers, and minimum signal degradation, these figures must
be regarded as lowest estimates. It would presumably be up to a jury to
decide whether the magnitude of error for a particular amount of speech
constitutes identification beyond a reasonable doubt. It must also be empha,
sized that the results hold only within the durations of speech examined.
Many cases involve amounts of speech much greater rhan these, and it is
reasonable to speculate that the incidence of judicially fatal errors will be
even less under such conditions. This is a suitable topic for future research.
One possible source of judicially fatal errors ro emerge from this study
is that some voices may simply be not quite so recognizable, even for
familiar listeners, as others. MD appears to have such a voice. He was
misidentified five times out of ten in the identification tesr 1.1, three times
out of ten in test I1.2, and in test 12, under near oprimum conditions, was
still mistaken for someone else rwo rimes out of rwenry. MD was even
misidentified by his fiancde. This is reminiscenr of Ladefoged's failure to
recognize his mothert voice, at least with a shorr sample (Ladefoged and
Ladefoged 1980:49). (It is unlikely that the errors in this study are attributable to a particular individual listener, however, since the frequency
distributions of number of listeners with respect to number of correct
responses were found to reveal no significant deviation from normaliry
(Duncan 1994: 84-85)).
The reason for MDk relative unrecognizabiliry is not clear. It may be
due to a combination of general sparseness of idiosyncratic features with
extreme variation (as evidenced spectrographically above), the latter possibly
contributing to convergence with other speakers in the auditory space.
Knowledge of the frequency of such voices in the population - the figure
of one out of six voices in this study suggests a relatively high incidence is of obvious forensic importance, since they enhance the possibiliry of
Nolan's (199 l: 489) speculation that '... rwo samples with matching
linguistic-phonetic properties can perfectly well be from different speakers'.
It is hoped that a thorough auditory analysis, rogerher with quantificarion
of the ratio of berween- to within-speaker variance in acoustic parameters,
will show whether this is indeed rhe case for this corpus.
errors
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NOTE

1

This is a ninety-seven word passage of descriprive prose sometimes used ln
phonetic research, e.g. Nolan (1983), to obiain representative samples of
speech.

It

is given below.

APPENDIX: THE RAINBO\T PASSAGE
\X4ren the sunlight strikes raindrops in the
air, they act like a prism, and
form a rainbow. The rainbow is a division of white lighr into miny beauti-

ful colours. 'I'hese take rhe shape of a long, round arch, with its path high
above, and its rwo ends apparently beyond the horizon. There is, iccording
to legend, a boiling pot of gold at one end. People look, but no-one ever
finds it. when a man looks for something beyond his reach, his friends say
he is looking

for the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow
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